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Provision of music in Edinburgh primary schools 

I am writing as a parent of two primary school children, as a piano teacher and as treasurer 
of St Mary’s RC Primary (Edinburgh) Parent Forum Committee. 

Currently in St Mary’s the pupils are offered the chance to play viola in P4. Two pupils from 
each of the two P4 classes are offered a place. This is true whether there are ten children 
showing sufficient aptitude or none. No other instrument is available and there is no option 
for parents to pay for classes in this or another instrument if their child is not chosen. 

As a parent I feel that it is much better for my children to learn their instruments in school time 
as it becomes a norm, a natural part of their education, rather than something only the ‘gifted’ 
do. Taking after-school instrumental classes is difficult, not only from the cost which can vary 
wildly from tutor to tutor and instrument to instrument, but due to inconvenient travelling 
across the city at times when parents may be working. 

St Mary’s Parent Forum Committee funds ukulele lessons for each P4 student in the school. 
This is cost-effective because the instruments are inexpensive and the tutor is used to 
teaching in groups. However, this is only over a term and so they do not benefit from longer-
term study. I strongly believe that dedicated study over at least a three year period has most 
benefit. 

Many parents at the school are keen for their children to learn an instrument and if a paid 
option were available through the council I’m confident the Parent Forum Committee would 
support them in subsiding the costs, particularly for those in receipt of hardship funds. I would 
personally be happy to pay the council/school for my child to be taught an instrument during 
school time. I have emailed Edinburgh Council about this possibility but this has gone 
unanswered for many weeks. 

Whilst the Sound Like Friday and Sounds Like Saturday initiatives are great, they are limited 
to a small number of instruments and the limited number of venues can make it a struggle to 
schedule into a busy family life. This initiative was also not publicised at my children’s school 
so only a few pupils applied. 

As a piano teacher I’m frustrated at the amount I have to charge for lessons to make a living. 
I would love to teach in groups so I could charge less per pupil, make it more accessible and 
still make it financially viable for myself. This is not practical for me at the moment because 
of space limitations within the school and the initial cost of buying the digital keyboards and 
mixers. 

I believe that group lessons would be the best way to teach within schools. Apart from an 
initial outlay for instruments, the increase in tutor costs would be minimal. There are already 
classes using this method (for example Suzuki for violin and Rimmers Music for piano in 
Edinburgh). I would strongly suggest that the Scottish Government work towards this model 
within schools to enable music tuition for a greater number of students. 



 

 


